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Sports
» Eagles When officers snap up shares, it is a sign that they have faith in

» Fivers ... companIes. However, they could be wrong, analysts warn.
» Phillies '

By Theresa Agovlno
» Sixers Associated Press

» High School Sports
» College Sports NEW YORK - While skittish individual investors are largely keeping

B~lsi~ess' their wallets closed amid the stubborn slump in stock prices, insiders

» Automobiles at a broad range of companies have been taking advantage of the

» Careers market trough to snap up shares in their firms.
» Real Estate
» Technology Executives from scandal-plagued companies such as biotech ImClone
» Hospital & Systems Inc. and conglomerate Tyco International Ltd. to

Healthcare
» Personal Finance & downtrodden technology firms such as Sun Microsystems Inc. have

Investing been picking up shares of late, helping swing insider trades toward
» Consumer. the positive in August, according to Market Profile Theorems.

Daily Magazine.

Alis & Entertainment Buying by insiders outnumbered sales by 2 to 1 in the week ended
» Books Aug. 23, the most recent period for which data were available,
» .;\.rt according to the Seattle-based firm, which tracks and analyzes

» Film . 'd t d" Th t h ' f J h II' InSI er ra Ing. a was a s arp swIng rom une, w en se Ing
» Music

prevailed by 67 percent; insider trades were neutral in July.
» Theater & Dance
» Nightlife

'" k d The shift to the upside is the first since early October 2001, said» ""ee en
» Television & Radio Michael Painchaud, research director and principal of Market Profile.

Lifestvle
» Fo~d & Dining "I think you can say this is bullish," he said. "There are lots of

» Travel reasons insiders sell, but only one reason they buy: They think the
» stock is going up."
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Fashion Analysts agree that insider buying is a positive sign, but warn
» Home & Design ' t k' . d 'agalns ma Ing major eclsions based on that one trend. A decision
» People

R I. . to purchase a stock should include a variety of factors such as the ~a» e Iglon /
» Family overall economy, the company's immediate prospects, the J

Ed t :: ,. management team, and the competition, some ~nalysts said. adw

uca Ion

» School Report Card the
H . ltIS ' ~ & " "Insider buying is important, but it isn't the be-all and end-all," said in

Iea 1. clence ", }'I
Technology Brian G. Belski, fundamental market strategist at US Bancorp Piper
» Health & Medicine Jaffray, "Sometimes, insiders are standing up to support their stock, Hc
» ~l'iellce.. and now is a fine time for insiders to support their stock." ..
» fech.Llfe

,,"

Opinion More bluntly, Belski said: "Sometimes, insiders are wrong." .» South Jersey .
Commentary , , ,

P I : Consider the decIsion by Wilfred Corrigan, chairman and chief» ennsv varua
com~en~al1', . executive officer of LSI Logic Corp., to purchase 20,000 shares in the.

» C.ommumt~~01c.es company he runs for $23.69 each in January 2001. What was nearly

Sunday Revie\v." a half-million-dollar investment has shrunk by 70 percent and is now .Inquirer Magazine worth about $141,000. Corrigan was unbowed. Last month, he
. .

Obituaries bought 100,000 more shares for $7.67 each. Those buys might still lJ
Special Reports prove smart if LSI regains half the ground lost since January.
» Loaded for Trouble Cr

.,.., ,..".,

Columnists Corrigan didn't respond to a request for an interview.

Am
LSI's dive is not an anomaly. Despite some recent strength in the R ,

.
market, the Dow Jones industrial average is down about 14 percent

this year, putting it on track for its third straight losing year.

.Meanwhile, the Nasdaq is off about 33 percent for 2002 and down 74

percent from its peak in March 2000.

While such fundamentals have yet to improve, Painchaud contended ,

that his analysis indicated that the market has bottomed and that it ~ Tha was time to buy. He maintained that insider buying was just as valid ~ant

a tool in choosing investments as more conventional methods, such and YO'

as earnings and analyst recommendations. ,

Find;
Painchaud pointed out that recent accounting scandals illuminated » Spc
hf ' " ' I ' »Cor

ow InanCla statements weren t a ways accurate, while »The

investigations into analysts' behavior showed that their ,
recommendations weren't necessarily objective. Stocks

Entersymbo
"The insiders are taking money out of their own pocket and saying I
that, at this level, they find their companies attractive. These are
people that are knowledgeable about the companies and the sector,"
Painchaud said.
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